Find out more about...
The daily UIOLI subscription offer at the PITSs
As a complement to your annual capacity subscriptions, you may subscribe to the Flow +
or to the UIOLI offer from Storengy. This subscription from Storengy may lead to a daily
capacity or to an UIOLI capacity request from GRTgaz.

Subscription process at the PITSs
Basic or conditional injection (or conversely a withdrawal) capacity subscription from Storengy
automatically leads to the subscription of corresponding transmission capacity at the relevant PITSs.
The corresponding transmission capacity is an annual firm exit capacity (or conversely an entry
capacity) on the transmission network, if such capacity is available. If the capacity is not available, an
additional annual interruptible capacity is allocated.

The daily subscription offer at the PITSs
With GRTgaz, the daily capacity PITS subscription procedure depends on transmission capacity
restrictions at GRTgaz’s PITS.
Two cases may arise:
- Case 1: No capacity restrictions have any impact on the subscribed capacity
- Case 2: Capacity restrictions do exist and have some impact on subscribed capacity

How to check for the existence of capacity restrictions likely
to impact on subscribed capacity?
Restrictions do impact subscribed capacity when the effective technical capacity (CTE) is inferior to the
total of subscribed firm and interruptible capacities. In such a case, the Trf (firm restriction rate)
and/or the Tri (Tri A, Tri T, Tri M ou Tri Q) (interruptible restriction rate) columns show values other
than zero when expanded.
This information is detailed in the Maintenance schedule published on the Trans@ctions portal.
If the Trf or Tri (Tri A, Tri T, Tri M ou Tri Q) values amount to zero from 3:30 pm on D-1 there are no
capacity restrictions impacting the subscribed capacity (Case 1).

Important note:
- In the event of maintenance being scheduled in advance, information notes are published (i.e.
the information notes column is filled out). To view the CTE, Trf and Tri (Tri A, Tri T, Tri M ou
Tri Q) fields, the columns have to be expanded.
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The CTE, Trf and Tri (Tri A, Tri T, Tri M ou Tri Q) values are updated until 3:30 pm at the latest
on D-1 (any exceptions will be communicated via email).

On the Trans@ctions portal, click on “Operations < Consult the Maintenance schedule” on the top
bar menu or on the homepage:

Expand the Trf, Tri, CTE fields to view the information on minimum and maximum capacity. Only the
lines that show a value other than zero in the column entitled “Information notes” show a change in
the event of any restrictions.
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Case 1: No capacity restrictions have any impact on the
subscribed capacity
If the Trf or Tri values are nil from 3:30 pm on D-1, there are no capacity restrictions that may impact
subscribed capacity.
To subscribe daily capacity at the PITSs, you simply have to nominate capacity beyond your rights (i.e.
your subscribed capacity) by 8 pm on D-1 for a confirmation at 10pm D-1.
Consequently, if you wish to subscribe to the UIOLI PITS or Flow + offers from Storengy and that your
existing transmission capacities are not sufficient, you simply have to nominate your quantity to
GRTgaz by 8 pm on D-1.
GRTgaz considers the difference between the nominated quantity and the existing transmission
capacity a daily capacity request with GRTgaz.
Once the gas day is over, the daily capacity established as the difference between the confirmed
quantity and the transmission capacity already subscribed to with GRTgaz will be invoiced at the price
of 1/320th of the annual price of the capacity at the relevant PITS.
Note: in this case, if the nomination is accepted and confirmed by Storengy, the same will apply with
GRTgaz.

Case 2: Capacity restrictions do exist and have some
impact on subscribed capacity
If the Trf or Tri values are not nil from 3:30 pm on D-1, capacity restrictions do exist that may impact
subscribed capacity.
To subscribe to capacity beyond your reduced capacity, you may request for UIOLI capacity by
nominating beyond your rights (reduced operational capacity). Confirmation takes place as a function
of the UIOLI offer and depending on UIOLI requests made by all shippers.
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